COOK ISLANDS
Top 21 Reasons to Visit
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< One big resort. Rarotonga,
the main island, is 32km in
circumference and takes just
45 minutes by car to circle
the island – it truly is one big
resort island. Easy access to
explore the island by scooter,
the island bus service, or car
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< Endless adventures by day, both on the land
and in the water to keep you entertained
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> Infinite dining options. With over 50 café’s
and restaurants on Rarotonga alone, you are
sure to find dining options to suit. Delicious fresh
seafood and locally grown fruit and veg. Try the
national dish, ika mata (fresh tuna marinated in
coconut milk, lime & chilli)
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Pacific Resort Aitutaki

< Aitutaki, proof paradise really does exist.
Visit Aitutaki, arguably the most beautiful
lagoon in the world, also boasting the Cooks
Te Manava
very own Overwater bungalows. Cruise to
Honeymoon Island or partake in sport fishing,
Sublime indulgence. Pamper
kite surfing or simply immerse yourself in
yourselves with sublime day
your own private escape
spa’s at most of the major
resorts

Aitutaki Lagoon Resort & Spa
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> Relaxed but modern llifestyle with a high
standard of living and accommodation ranging
from self contained villas to full service hotels. No
chain resorts, no buildings higher than a coconut
tree, no traffic lights and no McDonalds
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Little Polynesian Resort
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Fly direct from SydneyRarotonga with Air New
Zealand every Saturday night
or via Auckland daily with
Air New Zealand or Virgin
Australia

< Engage with the locals – easy to engage with the warm local Cook
Islanders. See their amazing drumming and dancing talents at cultural shows,
join the congregation at church on Sunday, chat at the markets and roadside
stalls or join a Zumba or Hula class
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< Excellent value.
NZ dollar
currency makes
for bargain priced
tours and dining.
No alcohol tax

Aitutaki Lagoon

< Year-round glorious
weather and warm sparkling
lagoons. Some of the best
beaches and lagoons in the
South Pacific – Rarotonga and
Aitutaki on South Pacific’s
Best Islands TripAdvisor
Traveller’s Choice 2014 awards
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< Happy kids, happy parents.
Kids Club group leaders are
very involved and interactive.
A Cook Islands family holiday
will see you sharing
experiences that bring the
family closer together and
have you returning home
with lasting fond memories

Pacific Resort Rarotonga

< Fun but safe nightlife. Choose from open air
bars or chilled out night clubs or get onboard
the Going Troppo Night Life Tour
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> Untouched Atiu. Visit Atiu, land of rare birds,
amazing cave tours, locally grown Arabica coffee
and bush beer drinking clubs
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< Incredibly clear lagoons. Scuba dive or
snorkel to see giant turtles, colourful fish and
diverse corals. Lagoon and PADI dives on offer
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> Feel at home. Safe, there’s no stranger danger in
the Cook Islands. Walk to restaurants at night and
visit the open air island vibe bars
< Authentic modern Polynesian culture.
Discover ancient traditions brought to life by
the passionate locals
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Aitutaki Lagoon
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< Beautiful
scenery. Watch
whales (JunOct) from the
foreshore, swim
in crystal clear
waters with no
nasty stingers.
Star gaze at a
trillion stars, and
marvel at the
jagged mountain
peaks. It truly is
paradise

< White sandy beaches. All the beaches
are spectacular and crystal clear turquoise
lagoons are available to everyone and for the
experienced surfer, the waves are awesome
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Local markets. The Saturday
morning Punanga Nui markets
in Avarua (town, Rarotonga)
offers free entertainment, fresh
food stalls and organic coffee
as well as wonderful souvenirs.
Be sure to get a black pearl
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Muri Beach

Something for everyone. The
Cook Islands suits families,
honeymooners, couples,
friends getaways, special
celebrations – we know you’ll
love it
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Pacific Resort Aitutaki

Happily ever after. From
weddings to a secluded
honeymoon, Cook Islands
offers anything but
cookie-cutter memories
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